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ABSTRACT

In this paper we propose a method to improve the quality
of extractive summarization for contact center dialogues in
various domains by making use of training samples whose
domains are different from that of the test samples. Since
preparing sufficient numbers of training samples for each do-
main is too expensive, we leverage references from many dif-
ferent domains and employ the Augmented Space Method to
implement domain adaptation. As the target of summariza-
tion, we take up contact center dialogues in six domains and
summarize their transcripts. Our experiment shows that the
proposed method achieves better results than the usual super-
vised learning approach.

Index Terms— speech summarization, domain adapta-
tion

1. INTRODUCTION

Contact center dialogue summarization is attracting much
more attention [1, 2, 3]. If contact center dialogues can be
summarized automatically, business enterprises can extract
valuable information from the summaries and leverage the
data to improve their businesses and make better decisions.

Implementing an automatic summarization system that
outputs good summaries requires the manual estimation of
parameters from a set of pairs of documents and their refer-
ences [4]. If there is a sufficient number of training samples,
the summarizer can learn what summaries are expected. That
is, a summarizer can generate good summaries if it uses the
parameters estimated from a sufficient number of training
samples.

However, preparing a sufficient number of training exam-
ples is expensive. In addition, the properties of the desired
summaries depend largely on the domain of the input docu-
ments; therefore many training samples of different domains
must be made to provide ensure adequate coverage. For the
example of contact center dialogue summarization, dialogues
in the contact center of a bank and those in the center of an
internet service provider should differ quite a bit. Therefore,
training samples must be made for both domains which incurs
a lot of cost.

To solve this problem, in this paper, we leverage a domain
adaptation technique which uses training samples whose do-
main is the same as that of the input documents and those
whose domains are different from that of the input documents.
For example, to summarize the contact center dialogues in
the bank domain, the summarizer uses training samples in
that domain and those in other domains, such as internet ser-
vice provider. We adopt the Augmented Space Method [5],

a well-known domain adaptation method, to implement our
approach.

We perform experiments to validate its efficacy. Our pro-
posed method surpasses the well-known supervised approach;
when training samples from different domains exist, our ex-
periments show that domain adaptation yields the best results.

2. RELATED WORK

Some papers have presented methods for summarizing con-
tact center dialogues [1, 2, 3]. Byrd et al. suggested the use
of some heuristic rules to summarize contact center dialogues
[1]. Higashinaka et al. train HMMs that detect characteristic
utterances in the target domains and then uses these HMMs
to summarize dialogues by labeling utterances [2, 3]. In con-
trast, our proposal is the only one to leverage the training sam-
ples of different domains.

Although target documents are not contact center dia-
logues, as the closest work to this paper, Sandu et al. lever-
age references of meeting speeches to summarize threads
of e-mails [6]. However, their experiment showed that the
conventional supervised learning, which uses only training
samples whose domain matches that of the target documents,
wins against domain adaptation methods. They said that this
result is due to the wide difference between the properties of
e-mails and meeting speeches. In contrast, we show that our
proposed approach works well in the task of contact center
dialogue summarization, though we also show that adapting
largely different training samples is difficult as they pointed
out.

3. SUMMARIZATION MODEL

In this paper, we denote a set of sentences to be summarized
byx and its subset that meets the given length of summary by
y. Also, we denote an objective function by the function that
maps summaryy to a real numberfx,w : y 7→ R under the
given sentences to be summarizedx and parameter vectorw.
In this setting, the summarization problem can be described
as follows:

ŷ = argmax
y⊆x

fx,w(y) (1)

s.t. length(y) ≤ L

wherelength is a function that returns the length of sum-
maryy, L is the maximum summary length.

Some previous work has shown the efficacy of the objec-
tive function that scores sentences and words separately for
speech summarization [3, 7]. We adopt this kind of objective
function and define our objective function as follows:



Table 1. Features for sentences.
Features Value
Normalized sentence position [0,1]
# of tokens in sentence Integer
# of words in sentence Integer

Table 2. Features for words.
Features Value
Surface of word {0, 1}
POS of word {0, 1}
Word frequency in input document Integer
# of sentences containing word Integer

fx,w(y) =
∑
xi∈y

u>φ(xi) +
∑
zj∈y

v>ψ(zj) (2)

wherexi is thei th sentence present in summaryy, zj is
thej th word present in summaryy. u ∈ Rdu andv ∈ Rdv

are parameter vectors for sentences and words, respectively.
φ : x 7→ Rdu andψ : z 7→ Rdv are feature functions for
sentences and words, respectively. We show features for sen-
tences in Table 1 and features for words in Table 2.

Two terms in Eq. 2,
∑

xi∈y φ(xi) and
∑

zj∈y ψ(zj) can
be represented together asΦ(x,y), also u and v can be
merged asw> = 〈u>,v>〉. Hence our objective function
can be represented asfx,w(y) = w>Φ(x,y), a linear model.

4. PARAMETER ESTIMATION
WITH AUGMENTED SPACE METHOD

In this section we propose a method that applies domain adap-
tation to training samples of multiple different domains to es-
timate parameter vectorw. First, we describe the domain
adaptation method and then the algorithm used to estimate
parameter vectorw.

4.1. Domain Adaptation with Augmented Space Method

We start withN training samples of the documents that be-
long in the domain that we want to summarize{(xt

j ,y
t
j)}Nj=1

as training samples of thetarget domain. We also refer toM
training samples whose domains are different from target do-
main{(xs

i ,y
s
i }Mi=1 as training samples of thesource domain.

To leverage training samples in the source domain for
learning in the target domain, we adopt the Augmented Space
Method (ASM) [5]. The method can be used independently
of the learning method and is easy to implement. The method
has shown efficacy in the sequential tagging problem [5].

ASM expands feature vectorΦ(x,y) as follows:

Φs(x,y) = 〈Φ(x,y),Φ(x,y),0〉
Φt(x,y) = 〈Φ(x,y),0,Φ(x,y)〉

whereΦs is an expanded feature vector of the source do-
main examples,Φt is an expanded feature vector of the target
domain examples. The training samples in the source domain

are expanded toΦs, and the training samples in the target do-
main are expanded toΦt. If the original feature vector has
n dimensions and there are training samples ofk source do-
mains, the method expands the feature vector ton × (k + 1)
dimensions. The expanded feature vector consists ofn di-
mensions that are shared between all domains,n dimensions
for one domain, and(n − 1) × k dimensions containing all
zero elements. Although the above equation is for just two do-
mains, target domain and source domain, the method can be
easily expanded to the case that there are two or more source
domains. We denote the expanded samplesΦs andΦt by Φ′

for simplicity. We also denote the expanded parameter vector
by w′.
4.2. Structured Learning

In this section we explain our method to estimate parameter
vectorw′. We adopt structured learning to determine the vec-
tor. Instead of learning the probabilities that indicate whether
individual sentences and words are included in the summary,
we learn the fitness of a summary as a set of sentences and
words. We adopt the Online Passive-Aggressive Algorithm
[8] to estimate parameter vectorw′ from the training sam-
ples. Since the algorithm is online, when learning parameter
vectorw′ it is updated iteratively by solving the following
equation:

w′new = argmin
w′

1

2
||w′ −w′old||2 (3)

s.t. w′>Φ(xi,yi)−w′>Φ(xi, ŷ) ≥ `(ŷ;yi)
wherew′old is the parameter vector before update,w′new

is the parameter vector after update.` is a loss function.
As the loss function, we use ROUGE [9].

`(ŷ;yi) = 1− ROUGE(ŷ;yi)

By incorporating ROUGE in the loss function, the param-
eter vector is strongly updated when the ROUGE score of a
summary is low. Therefore, it is expected that the parameter
vector will be sensitive to ROUGE score. From among the
ROUGE variants, we use ROUGE-1.

When training, we use the 1-best solution to update the
parameter vector. The solution is computed by the algorithm
in Figure 1 as with the decoding process.

5. DECODING
The decoding algorithm is used when generating a summary.
We show the algorithm in Figure 1.

The algorithm shown in Figure 1 was proposed by Khuller
et al. [10]. Although it isn’t certain that the algorithm will al-
ways find the exact solution, Khuller et al. showed that the
algorithm gives a good approximate solution1. As shown in
Figure 1, the algorithm is basically a greedy algorithm; it
adds sentencêy to summaryy iteratively. The sentencêy
that increases the score of the summaryy most at each iter-
ation is added to the summary. The increase is calculated as
w′>Φ′(xi,y∪ŷ)−w′>Φ′(xi,y) and the value is normalized
by the length of the sentence.

6. EXPERIMENT

In this section we show the efficacy of our proposed method
by experiments. We use a corpus consisting of dialogues in

1Khuller et al. showed that the algorithm is a(1 − 1/e)-approximation
algorithm [10].



Table 4. Statistics of corpus.
Training Test

Domain # of samples # of utterances Avg. sum. rate # of samples # of utterances Avg. sum. rate
FIN 59 10377 13.38% 60 8863 16.31%
ISP 64 7062 16.29% 59 9563 15.63%

LGU 76 8865 21.20% 56 7934 18.43%
MO 70 9694 17.38% 47 7305 20.22%
PC 56 10088 13.22% 44 11772 10.01%

TEL 66 9774 16.79% 41 8069 13.55%

INPUT w′,xi,Φ
′, L

SET y = ∅
SET d = xi

WHILE d 6= ∅
ŷ = argmax

y∈d

w′>Φ′(xi,y∪y)−w′>Φ′(xi,y)
length(y)

IF length(y ∪ ŷ) ≤ L and
w′>Φ′(xi,y ∪ ŷ)−w′>Φ′(xi,y) ≥ 0
THEN

y = y ∪ ŷ
ENDIF
d = d \ ŷ

ENDWHILE

y∗ = argmax
y∈xi

{
w′>Φ′(xi, y) : length(y) ≤ L

}
OUTPUT y = argmax

y∈{y,{y∗}}
w′>Φ′(xi,y)

Fig. 1. Decoding algorithm.

Table 3. Dialogue Domains.
Domain Topic

FIN Inquiries to banks and insurance companies.
ISP Inquiries to internet service providers.

LGU Inquiries to local government units.
MO Inquiries to mail-order companies.
PC Inquiries to computer manufacturers.

TEL Inquiries to telecommunications companies.

six domains. In this experiment, our aim is to confirm the
efficacy of domain adaptation.

6.1. Corpus

We use contact center dialogues as the corpus. To avoid the
effects caused by errors in automatic speech recognition sys-
tems, these dialogues were manually transcribed, not auto-
matically recognized. Each dialogue consists of utterances
of a customer who calls the contact center and the operator
who receives the call. Since both customer and operator are
Japanese native speakers, transcripts are Japanese. Each dia-
logue was divided into utterances. We use an utterance as the
unit of summarization. Therefore, our summarizer selects a
set of utterances that meets the given summary length from
an input dialogue consisting of a set of utterances. The refer-
ences were made by extracting utterances by annotators.

There are six domains in our corpus. We show the main
topic of each domain in Table 3. As shown in Table 3, there
are various topics in dialogues. Our aim is to summarize each
domain by leveraging the training samples of the target and
other domains.

We show the statistics of our corpus in Table 4. # of sam-
ples is the number of samples contained in training or test set
of each domain, # of utterances is the number of utterances
contained in training or test set of each domain. Avg. sum.
rate is the average summarization rate that is calculated by di-
viding the reference length by the average length of original
input documents. The number of references is 250 characters
in both training and test set.

6.2. Setting

Following the previous work on domain adaptation [5], we
also compare the following four methods.

1. Source domain only. When learning, a learner uses
only training samples whose domains are different from
the domain of documents to be summarized. When test
examples in FIN domain are summarized, the parame-
ter vector is trained using ISP, LGU, MO, PC and TEL
domains.

2. Target domain only. When learning, for each domain,
the learner uses only training samples whose domain is
the same as the domain of documents to be summa-
rized. When test examples in FIN domain are sum-
marized, the parameter vector is trained using train-
ing samples in FIN domain. Hence this situation is the
same as usual supervised learning.

3. All domains. When learning, a learner uses training
samples of all domains without distinction. When test
examples in FIN domain are summarized, the param-
eter vector is trained using training examples in FIN,
ISP, LGU, MO, PC and TEL domains.

4. Domain Adaptation. Proposed method. We adopt the
domain adaptation method mentioned above.

We call these methods Method (1)-(4), respectively. The
result we want to clarify is whether our proposed approach,
Method (4), is superior to usual supervised approach, Method
(2). If this is true, contact center dialogue summarization sys-
tems should use a domain adaptation technique.

We used ROUGE-1 [9] to evaluate our method.

6.3. Results and Discussions

We show a result of our experiment in Table 5. Values in each
row and column are the values of ROUGE score for the cor-
responding methods and domains, respectively. Bold-faced
values are the highest scores in each domain.

As shown in Table 5, our proposed method achieves the
best score in three of six domains, FIN, ISP and MO. Method



Table 5. ROUGE-1 results.
Domain Method (1) Method (2) Method (3) Method (4)

FIN 0.437 0.558 0.551 0.584∗

ISP 0.465 0.525 0.508 0.543
LGU 0.466 0.514 0.506 0.500
MO 0.563 0.632 0.601 0.635
PC 0.215 0.394 0.330 0.367

TEL 0.421 0.390 0.457 0.418

(4) is superior to the usual supervised approach, Method (2),
in four of six domains. In FIN domain, Method (4) score
surpassed Method (2) by a statistically significant margin at
the 95% level.

In FIN domain, Method (4), achieved the best result,
followed by Method (2), Method (3) and Method (1). This
trend is also observed in ISP and MO domains. In these
domains, supervised learning method, Method (2), achieves
good results, though the domain adaptation method leveraged
the training samples in different domains to improve usual
supervised learning.

In LGU and PC domains, Method (2) surpassed Method
(4). This result suggests that their source samples have no
training samples that are similar to and that are useful as sam-
ples for the target domain. Actually, dialogues in PC domain
are particularly troublesome, because customers frequently
raise technical problems about their computers and hence the
dialogues often become long, as its Avg. Sum. Rate shows.
In such long dialogues, important utterances are at the end of
dialogues, while in other domains important utterances are at
the front.

In TEL domain, Method (2) failed to match Method (1).
That is, training samples in source domains are more useful
than training samples in the target, TEL domain. This result
implies that in the TEL domain there is some kind of gap be-
tween training and test examples. Previous work [5] pointed
out that if a method that leverages only samples in a source
domain beats a method that use only samples in the target do-
main, domain adaptation is not effective. This result confirms
that conclusion.

7. CONCLUSION
In this paper we proposed a method to improve the quality of
extractive summarization by making use of training examples
whose domains are different from that of the target domain.
We adopted the Augmented Space Method to adopt samples
from source domains to the target domain and validated its
efficacy by experiments. By our experiments, our proposed
domain adaptation approach achieved the best results.

An immediate research direction is to leverage training
samples in other than contact center dialogues, such as news
documents. There are a lot of training samples in news do-
mains, hence using them is promising.
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